Vendor agrees that this purchase order shall be subject to the
following instructions, terms and conditions:

1. VALIDATION. This purchase order is valid only if agreed by an
authorized agent of Buyer and in addition has the validation
stamp in the area designated on the front hereof.

2. ACCEPTANCE. This purchase order shall be deemed accepted
either by signing a copy of this purchase order and returning it
to the Buyer, by return mail, or by prompt shipment of any of
the goods herein specified together with written notice within
24 hours of such shipment.

3. INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE. All goods shall be received
subject to Buyer's right of inspection and rejection at any time
after receipt. Buyer shall have the right to perform adequate
tests to determine whether goods conform to the contract. Vendor
shall pay the cost of inspection and testing goods rejected.
Defective or nonconforming will be held for Vendor's
instructions at Vendor's risk and if Vendor so directs, will be
returned at vendor's expense. If inspection discloses that part
of the goods received are not in accordance with Buyer's
specifications, Buyer shall also have the right to cancel any
unshipped portion of the purchase order. Further, if Buyer
requests it, Vendor shall repair or replace at his expense any
part of materials furnished hereunder which are found to be
defective. Payment for goods on this purchase order prior to
inspection shall not constitute acceptance thereof and is
without prejudice to any claims and all that Buyer may have
against Vendor. Acknowledgement of receipt on packing slips or
bills of loading shall not constitute acceptance.

4. WARRANTY SPECIFICATION. Vendor expressly warrants that all
the materials and articles and workmanship of the materials and
articles covered by this purchase order or other description,
drawings, specifications or samples furnished, by Vendor or
Buyer will be in exact accordance with such purchase order,
description, drawings, specifications or samples, and free from
defects in material or workmanship or both and will be
merchantable and fit for their particular purpose(s). Such
warranty shall survive delivery and shall not be deemed waived
either by reason of Buyer's acceptance of said materials or
articles or by payment for them. Any deviations from this
purchase order or specifications furnished hereunder or any
other alterations, must be approved in writing by Buyer.

5. INDEMNITY. Vendor agrees to indemnity and keep indemnited
Buyer and to hold and save harmless from and against any and all
claims, demands, liabilities, losses or expenses of whatever
to kind and nature which Buyer shall or may at any time sustain or
incur by reason of, in consequence of, or arising out of the
manufacture, sale or delivery by Vendor of the goods described
in this purchase order to Buyer or with respect to any property
of the Buyer held by Vendor. This indemnity clausal shall not be
construed to prelude or limit any other rights or remedies
available to the Buyer against the Vendor.
6. VENDOR's ENDORSEMENT. Vendor shall take out and maintain products liability insurance in an account sufficient to satisfy any claims of liability, which Vendor might incur arising out of the manufacture, sale or delivery of any of the goods described in this purchase order. Such products liability insurance policy shall provide coverage for the satisfaction of any liability, as described in the indemnity agreement of the Vendor to the Buyer resulting from operation of the indemnity agreement as set forth herein in paragraph 5 or from other operation of law, as well as for the satisfaction of any liability of Vendor to any third party or parties.

7. QUANTITIES. The specific quantity ordered must be delivered in full and not be changed without Buyer's consent in writing. Any unauthorized quantity is subject to Buyer's rejection and returned at Vendor's expense.

8. DELIVERY. Delivery must be effected within the time stated on the purchase order, otherwise the Buyer reserves the right to cancel the purchase order in accordance with paragraph 20 below and to charge the Vendor with any damages incurred as a result of the Vendor's failure to make delivery within the time specified in the purchase order. Neither the Vendor nor the Buyer shall be held responsible for delays in performance or failures of performance when caused by fire, strikes, epidemics, embargoes and directions of the government or other conditions of whatsoever nature or description reasonably beyond their respective control.

9. ROUTING. All material shall be shipped pursuant to the shipping instructions found on the face of this purchase order.

10. EXTRA CHARGES. No additional charges of any kind, including charges for boxing, packing, cartage, or other extras will be allowed unless specifically agreed to in writing in advance by Buyer.

11. SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS. All packages, packing slips and invoices must be plainly marked with the purchase order number shown on the face of this purchase order.

12. INSURANCE. Any insurance taken out by Vendor on the goods in transit to Buyer shall be solely at Vendor's expense.

13. INSTALLATION. If this purchase order requires Vendor to furnish the services of its supervisor, expert or other employee to perform work on the Buyer's premises in connection with installation or any other matter under this contract Vendor agrees, whether or not a separate charge is to be made for said services, that such supervisor, expert or other employee of the Vendor in performing such services is not and shall not be deemed to be an agent or employee of the Buyer. Vendor assumes full responsibility for the acts and omissions of such persons and agrees to hold the Buyer harmless from any claims or damage whatever arising there from. Vendor assumes exclusive liability for any wage or other taxes imposed upon the employer by any law or regulation as to such persons.
14. PATENTS. Vendor warrants that the goods purchased hereunder do not infringe upon any patents and other industrial property rights existing in Italy or elsewhere and agrees to protect, indemnify and hold the Buyers, its successors, assigns, customers and users of its products harmless from and against all claims, damages. Judgement expenses and losses arising from the infringement or alleged infringement of any industrial property rights and the Vendor, after notice, shall appear and defend at its own expense all suits or proceedings at law or in equity instituted against the Buyer and shall pay any awards assessed against the Buyer in such proceeding as same are based upon any claim that goods purchased hereunder constitute an infringement of any patents or other industrial property rights existing in Italy or elsewhere.

15. DRAWINGS, PATTERNS, ETC. All drawings, blue prints, patentable ideas, materials, molds, toolings, and other items prepared by the Vendor in filling this purchase order as well as any furnished hereunder to the Vendor by the Buyer, shall be the property of the Buyer and such items shall be delivered to the Buyer upon the completion or termination of this purchase order. No reproductions thereof shall be retained except as authorized by the Buyer. Such items shall not be used or disclosed to third parties by the Vendor or anyone under its control without the prior written consent of the Buyer.

16. PRICE. If the price is not stated in this purchase order, its agreed that the goods shall be billed at the price fast quoted by Vendor at the prevailing market price, whichever is lower. This purchase order cannot be filled at a higher price than quoted or changed without buyer's specific authorization.

17. APPLICABLE LAWS. Vendor represents that the merchandise covered by this purchase order was not manufactured and is not being sold or prices in violation of any law, regulation or administrative ruling.

18. DISCOUNT. It is understood that the cash discount period will date from the receipt of the goods or from the date of the invoice, whichever is later. C.A.D. shipments will not be accepted. Drafts will not be honored.

19. CANCELLATION. Buyer reserves the right to cancel, without any liability or indemnification, this entire purchase order or all or any part of the undelivered portion thereof if Vendor does not make deliveries as specified, time being of the essence of this contract or if Vendor breaches any of the terms hereof including, without limitation, the warranties of Vendor. In case of cancellation for any other reason. Buyer shall not be responsible for cancellation charges on parts manufactured more than sixty (60) days in advance of purchase order schedule.

20. CHANGES. Buyer may at any time, by written change order, suspend performance in whole or in part, make changes in drawings, designs, specifications, method of shipment or packing or time or place of delivery, require additional work or direct
omission of work. If any such change order causes an increase or
decrease in the cost of or the time required for the performance
of this purchase order, an equitable adjustment shall be made in
the contract or delivery date or schedule or both and the
purchase order shall be modified in writing accordingly. Any
claim for adjustment under this paragraph shall conclusively be
deemed waived unless asserted in writing within thirty (30)
days from the date of receipt by the Vendor of the change order.
The amount of the claim shall be stated when it is submitted. An
order change will not be binding on Buyer unless issued by an
authorized purchasing agent of Buyer. Nothing in this paragraph
shall excuse Vendor from proceeding with the purchase order as
changed.

21. ASSIGNMENT. This purchase order shall not be assigned by the
Vendor without the express consent in writing of the Buyer.

22. OTHER TERMS. If any of the Vendor's terms of sale are in
conflict with the terms of this purchase order, the terms of
this purchase order shall govern unless Vendor's terms are
accepted in writing by the Buyer. No oral agreement or other
understanding shall in any way modify this purchase order or the
terms or the conditions thereof.

Buyer objects to the inclusions of any different or
additional terms proposed by Vendor in his acceptance of this
purchase order and if they are included in Vendor's acceptance.
a contract of sale will result upon Buyer's terms stated herein.

23. WAIVER. Buyer failing to act upon any breach of the terms and
conditions of this purchase order by Vendor shall not constitute
a waiver of Buyer's remedies as to such or other breaches.

24. GOVERNING LAW. This purchase order shall be governed by and
interpreted in accordance with the laws of Italy.